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Abstract: The main and auxiliary Fujinuma dams, Fukushima Prefecture, Japan, totally collapsed by the 2011 

Off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku Earthquake (M9.0). The collapse was primarily due to poor compaction of the 

dam body while triggered by a prolonged strong seismic motion. The collapse mechanism of the main dam 

consisted of multiple sliding failures in the upstream and downstream slopes, which caused an overflow that 

eroded very fast the dam body, resulting in a total breach. This failure mechanism is successfully captured by 

numerical analysis consisting of a modified Newmark slip displacement method and a non-linear FEM, both 

taking into account the continuous deterioration of undrained stress-strain behaviour of the dam materials caused 

by undrained irregular cyclic excitation during seismic loading.  

 The collapsed earth-fill dams were restored to new ones by April 2017, designed to be very highly against 

the seismic loads by which the old dams collapsed based on seismic stability evaluated by the numerical analysis 

methods that successfully simulate the collapse of the old main dam. Relevant fill materials for the core and 

shell were prepared and carefully compacted controlling not only the dry density and water content but also the 

degree of saturation towards the optimum degree of saturation. It was confirmed that the fills could be 

compacted on average to a degree of compaction by Standard Proctor (Dc)1Ec equal to nearly 100 %, which is 

substantially higher than 82 - 88 % with the old dams. A high seismic stability of the completed new main dam 

was confirmed by numerical analysis based on the stress-strain behaviour of the fill materials compacted to 

(Dc)1Ec= 100 %. 

 A rather strong aftershock (M7.3) took place in the same region in Feb. 13, 2021, by which a maximum 

horizontal acceleration= 102 gals was recorded immediately below the toe of the downstream slope of the new 

main dam. No damage was reported to the new main and auxiliary dams. The seismic response analysis of the 

main dam using the recorded earthquake motion showed a good agreement with the horizontal acceleration with 

a maximum of about 300 gals observed at the dam crest. Besides, stability analysis showed only very small 

residual deformation with no slip displacement. These results validate the analysis method. The stability analysis 

using the drained shear strengths of the dam materials compacted to (Dc)1Ec= 90 % following the previous 

seismic design code for agricultural earth-fill dams in Japan noticeably over-estimated the observed residual 

displacements. This result is on the safe side whereas it unduly underestimates the actual high stability of the 

new dams.   
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